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If you're reading this, you are probably serious about
scheduling more tours and booking more move-ins for
your senior living community or care home.

If so, this is the right guide for you. 

The problem is that most people don't know how to
build a repeatable and successful sales and marketing
system that can predictably generate leads, tours and
move-ins.  

And these days, that problem is typically compounded
by the fact that you're being stretched thin — pulled in
more directions than you ever have before.

So all of this begs two questions.

First, is it possible to have a repeatable and successful
sales and marketing system that can increase your
occupancy to 100 percent?

Yes.

And second, how will I have the time to get it all done?

We'll show you.
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This guide is going to show you how to build a
repeatable and successful sales and marketing funnel
so that your community can get to 100% occupancy.

And it's going to show you how you can do it all while
being pulled in so many different directions. 

Just imagine having a system in place that consistently
gets the results you want — more leads, more tours
with qualified families, more deposits, and more
move-ins!

Trust us — it's very possible if you do the work because
we've helped so many others just like you do the same
thing.  

Let's take a look at the funnel we've used with
communities from coast to coast to help them
increase their occupancy.  
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If you're thinking, "this looks simple," you're
absolutely right. It is simple. But most people don't
take the time to implement this funnel correctly, or
they overcomplicate it. They know that they need
more activity at each step, but they don't know how to
pull the level to improve conversion from one step to
the next.

That's where SeniorLivingPROS comes in.
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There are four traffic sources:

Paid Online

Paid Refferal

Unpaid Online

Unpaid Referral

1

3

2

4

You need to know your traffic sources so you can
determine where you get the most for your money.

The next few pages will cover each traffic source, and
we'll guide you on how to approach them.
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Paid Online1

Run Google Ads that target search terms like
"nursing home," "assisted living," "independent
living." These terms may vary depending on the
level of care you offer.
Run Facebook Lead Form Ads that offer your
pricing as a download. You can actually generate
leads without them ever leaving Facebook.
Run Remarketing Ads on Facebook and Google.
These ads only show to people who have been to
your website. 

Paid online traffic is traffic will help you drive more
visitors to your website, or in some cases, drive leads
directly from other platforms without even visiting
your site.

Things like Google Ads, Facebook Ads, and re-
marketing ads, are examples of paid online traffic.

Here are the ads we recommend to our clients:

We recommend a starting ad budget of at least
$500-$1000 per month, per community.
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Unpaid Online2

Unpaid online traffic is traffic that comes to your
website by typing in your url, or through things like 
 organic Google searches.

For example, if someone searches for "assisted living
near me" and finds your community or care home,
then they would be counted as unpaid online traffic.

So, how can you get more of this traffic?

The No. 1 opportunity for most communities and care
homes is to optimize your Google Business Profile. This
will allow you to show up at the top of Google search
results, and allow you to show off your reviews as well.

You may also work to improve your search engine
optimization (SEO). SEO work is how you get Google
and other search engines like Bing to show your
website to more people — but beware — this is a long-
term play. Don't expect overnight results, but it is
worth your investment. 
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Paid Referrals3

A website that converts more of your online traffic
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Google Business Page optimization
A follow-up system with automation that helps
increase your "speed-to-lead" and tracks leads.

Paid Referral traffic is traffic that may come from
sources like Caring.com, A Place For Mom, or a local
senior placement agent.

When your numbers are really low, this is a good
option to get back on track, but ideally, you want to
rely more on paid and unpaid online traffic rather than
paid referrals because the acquisition cost is much
lower in the long run.

If you want to generate more of your own traffic rather
than rely on placement agencies for your traffic, you
need to invest in:
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Unpaid Referrals4

Make it easy for doctors to refer people to you. Set
up a page on your website or give them a
dedicated text line so they can quickly send people
your way.

Make it easy for seniors and their families to share
reviews or testimonials about your community.
You need to have a system in place that
automatically generates Google review requests,
and those requests MUST be sent electronically.

Ensure your building sign is clearly visible from the
road. If you have flowers growing under the sign,
make sure they don't cover any sign information.
the only information your sign needs is your logo
and your website.

Unpaid referral traffic sources can include things like a  
referral from doctors, social workers, etc., word-of-
mouth, online reviews, or even your roadside signage. 

Here are some tips on getting more unpaid referrals:
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Tell the right story that makes them want to
engage with you. You want them to find THEIR
story, not your story when they browse your site.
Use the right calls-to-action that are clear to
understand what the next step looks like.

If you take control of your traffic sources, you'll get
more people coming to your website and picking up
the phone to call you.

But then you need a system that will efficiently convert
that new traffic into more leads.

A lead is someone who submits their information to
you online or over the phone after expressing interest.

They may submit their information through a chat
widget, contact form, online tour calendar,
downloadable PDF, or over the phone.

When it comes to generating more leads from your
website, you must do two things really well:

1.

2.

Without these two things, you're not just losing leads
— you're losing the opportunity to schedule more
tours, and book more move-ins.
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You should not depend on your website to do all of the
heavy lifting. Let's be honest, how often has someone
looked at your website and decided to move in to your
community without talking to anyone?

Your website has two jobs — connecting potential
resident and their family with your team, and getting
them scheduled for a tour. It should simply START the
relationship.

So how do you do that? Start by using language that
shows you understand the problems they are facing.

For most communities, your website users are mainly
adult children, so you need to address the problems
that they face with aging parents.

If your website users are mainly seniors looking for
themselves, address the problems they face and
explain why you understand those problems better
than most, and how you have helped families just like
theirs through those problems.

Tell the right story.1
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Schedule a tour
Download something valuable

Your website should emphasize two main calls to
action:

The main thing you want people to do is to book a tour
at your community or care home. 

If they're not ready to do that, then offer them
something valuable that addresses a problem they
have.

For many of our clients, we find that offering a pricing
guide as a download is very effective at generating
leads.

Seniors and their adult children want to know pricing
so make it easy for them to download. Just put the
pricing guide behind a form so you can get their
contact information.

Use the right calls-to-action.2
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In order to reach 100% occupancy, you must be ablet o
turn more leads into booked tours.

But how do you get your leads to come to your
building?

And how do you give a tour that will convince them to
put down a deposit?

The next few pages will show you the answers to those
two questions and more:

Follow up1

No-shows

Better tours

Converting tours to deposits

2

3

4
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Follow up1

If you want to turn more leads into tours, the answer is
simple: you need faster follow-up and you need to
follow up more frequently than you might think. 

FAST FOLLOW-UP

You're 9x as likely to schedule a tour if you follow up in
the first five minutes after a lead engages with your
community. We actually help our partners engage in
two minutes or less, every time.

Every five minutes that passes, you're odds of
connecting and scheduling a tour diminish. After two
hours? You've got less than a 5 percent chance of
scheduling a tour with that lead.

This is why we stress the importance of automation
with all of our clients. There's simply no way you can
follow up manually in two minutes or less with every
single leads that comes through your system.
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Follow up1

Even though you're fast, families are most likely to
move in with the community that followed up with
them last. That means you have to be persistent.

FREQUENT FOLLOW-UP

The average sales team reaches out with an online
lead 6-7 times before they write them off as a "bad
lead." But our research has shown that within the first
two weeks, you need to "touch" a new lead an average
of 22 times to get them on the phone. 

A touch is defined as a phone call, email, voicemail,
text message, Facebook message, home visit, etc.
Basically, any time you reach out to the contact.

Ideally, the initial follow-up should be a combination
of automated emails, text messages, and voicemails,
along with someone whose sole job is dedicated to
following up and scheduling tours.
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No Shows2

One of the most discouraging things is when you book
a tour with a lead and then the lead no shows, but
don't take it personal. Chances are, their life got busy
and they forgot to let you know.

You can turn no-shows into booked tours by following
up with them to reschedule, and once again,
automation is your friend — when done the right way.

In addition to having a strong automation platform,
the team member who handles your initial follow-up
with new leads should be the one to reach back out to
reschedule the tour.

We recommend using automation to automatically
send texts, emails, and voicemails that attempt to
reach the contact in order to re-book the tour, in
addition to phone calls by your team. Often times, text
messages are the best performing medium to reach
people who no showed for a tour.
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Better tours3

Strong discovery — You need to know why they're
considering a move and continue to discover as
much as you can, even during the tour. Remember
to talk less, listen more.
Personalize the tour — Find ways to make them
feel at home while they're on the tour. Learning
their favorite music and having it playing when they
walk in is a great start.
Have a repeatable tour plan – Train and coach
your team so that multiple people are available to
give tours anytime  – 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. 
Strong closing — This is where discovery comes in.
You must be able to remind them of why they came
to you in the first place to handle objections.
Next Steps — You must clearly define the next
steps to avoid that dreaded "hey I"m just checking
in" phone call/email/text.

Struggling to convert tours into move-ins? Here are five
things our sales coach, Julie Podewitz says to do to give
better tours, and it actually begins BEFORE the tour!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Click here to play the podcast episode where
Julie dives into each of these points. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/063yDGq7apmWMQr7naCDN6?si=B3EIlmXKQieDwG7MEEHCvQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/063yDGq7apmWMQr7naCDN6?si=B3EIlmXKQieDwG7MEEHCvQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/063yDGq7apmWMQr7naCDN6?si=B3EIlmXKQieDwG7MEEHCvQ
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Following up after the tour4

Review the discovery process — You will
encounter objections, and the best way to counter
those is to remind them of their "why."
Closing experience — Your closing experience
should include clear next steps for you and the
potential resident.
Quantify the follow-up — Your follow-up should
be based on the next steps. Remember this: the
fortune is in the follow-up.
Give extras — Have it in your budget to send them
small, personalized gifts that show you care.
Visit their home — You can learn a lot about their
needs and situation by visiting their home and
shining a light on the dangers of living at home.

In order to increase the number of tours into move-ins,
you can't just "wing it." You've got to have a
systematic approach to your post-tour follow-up.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Click here to play another podcast episode
where Julie dives into post-tour follow up. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/6S8YipXZ8Oq0vPVocu8O8V?si=001b318e94c9491d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6S8YipXZ8Oq0vPVocu8O8V?si=001b318e94c9491d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6S8YipXZ8Oq0vPVocu8O8V?si=001b318e94c9491d
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If you've reached the end of this guide, you now have
the nuts and bolts of the plan you need to put in place. 

We know this plan will get you to 100% occupancy if
you follow it closely — we've seen multiple
communities do it.

However, if your team is stretched thin and don't have
the time to put this plan into place, give us a call. 

We help communities and care homes build this sales
and marketing system using the same steps in this
guide, along with our custom designed
communication tools.

Want to chat? Just click the button below, and let's get
started.
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Book A Call

https://seniorlivingpros.com/book-a-call/

